
Elise Medallion 
 

 

Quilt Designed by eQuilter 

 

 

75-1/2" x 75-1/2" 

 

 

  

 Skill Level: Intermediate     Finished Quilt Size: 75 1/2" x 75 1/2"                   



 

Please read all instructions before beginning. 

 

Yardages and Cutting 
WOF is 42" width of fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. LOF is length of fabric parallel to selvage edges. 

 

5 yards rose/paisley border stripe 
   • 1 section 80" x WOF; fussy-cut into 4 identical  

        8 1/4" x 80" border strips with the rose section 

        centered in each strip. 

   • 3 strips 9" x remaining LOF with a light paisley 

        section centered in each strip for angled pieces. 

 

1 1/2 yards large rose print 
   • Fussy-cut (8) 11" squares using an acrylic square 

        or prepared template, centering a rose(s) in 

        each square. 

 

5/8 yard paisley print 
   • 1 strip 16 7/8" x WOF; cut into (2) 16 7/8" 

        squares. Cut in half diagonally to make 

        4 triangles. 

 

 

1 1/2 yards pale aqua tonal 
   • 1 strip 12 1/2" x WOF; cut into (16) 1 1/4" x 

        12 1/2" strips. Trim remainder of strip to 11" 

        and cut into (16) 1 1/4" x 11" strips. 

   • 4 strips 1 1/4" x WOF; trim to make (4) 28" 

        lengths. 

   • 6 strips 1 1/2" x WOF for inner border. 

   • 8 strips 2 1/4" x WOF for binding. 

 

7 3/4 yards of 42" backing fabric 
   • 3 strips 90" x WOF  

OR 

2 5/8 yards wide backing fabric 
   • 1 piece 90" x 90" 

 

Batting 
   • 1 piece 90" x 90"

Piecing the Blocks 
Use a 1/4" seam allowance for all stitching. Press all seams as directed. 

 

1. Sew a 1 1/4" x 11" pale aqua strip to left and right sides of each large rose print square. Press seams toward 

the strips. Stitch the 1 1/4" x 12 1/2" pale aqua strips to the top and bottom to complete (8) 12 1/2" x 12 1/2" Framed 

Blocks. Press seams toward the strips. 

 

  
Framed Block — Make 8  

 

2. On the wrong side of each block, measure and mark a dot at the 1/4" seam allowance in each outer corner of 

the pale aqua frame using a marking tool that will not show through on the right side of the fabric. 

 

 



Cutting the Angled Pieces 
 

1. Prepare a 9" x 21 3/4" rectangle of heavy paper or other template material. 

 

2. Measure and mark 9" from the top left corner. Draw a line from the mark to the lower left corner. Measure 

and mark 9" from the lower right corner. Draw a line from the mark to the upper right corner. Trim off the ends of 

the rectangle on the drawn lines to make the angled template. Draw a seam allowance line 1/4" from the outside edge 

around all sides of the template. 

 

    
 

3. Apply a heavy coat of spray starch to each 9"-wide light paisley stripe strip and press dry. The angled pieces 

will each have 2 bias edges. The spray starch will help control stretching. 

 

4. Place the template at 1 end of a stripe strip, right side up. Mark an angled piece. Move the template along the 

strip and butt the angled end against the angled end of the first piece. Mark the second piece. Continue to mark a total 

of 6 angled pieces along the length of the strip. 

 

 
 

5. Place an unmarked stripe strip right side up on a cutting mat. Place the second unmarked stripe strip wrong 

side up on the first strip, matching all edges. Place the marked strip right side up on the layered strips. 

 

6. Using a rotary cutter and ruler, cut out 4 angled pieces through all layers. Remove the top marked strip and 

the second strip. Replace the top marked strip on the bottom strip with all edges matching and cut out 2 more angled 

pieces. You will have 12 angled pieces and 4 reversed angled pieces. 

 

   
          Angled Piece — Cut 12                        Reversed Angled Piece — Cut 4 

 

7. Punch a small hole through the seam allowance at each corner of the template. 

 

8. Place the template on the wrong side of an angled piece (turn the template over to match to the wrong side of 

the angled pieces; use the template right side up to match to the wrong side of the reversed angled pieces). Make a 

dot through the hole at each corner. Repeat to mark the corners of each angled and reversed angled piece. Note: Dots 

shown oversized to make visible in diagram.  

 

 
 

 



Piecing the Quilt Center 
Refer to the exploded quilt center diagram and exploded quilt diagram throughout the following steps. 

 

1. Place 2 angled pieces right sides together, matching marked corner dots. Pin to hold. Stitch from marked dot 

to marked dot, backstitching at the beginning and end of the seam. Press seam open. Repeat to make 4 point units. 

 

      
                  Point Unit — Make 4 

 

2. In the same way, join 2 point units to make a half-star unit. Repeat to make a second half-star unit. Join the 2 

units to complete the center star, stitching from outside dot to outside dot. Press seam open. 

 

  
 

3. Place a Framed Block right sides 

together on the edge of an angled piece between 

1 set of star points. Match marked seam 

allowance dots on the block to the dots on the 

angled piece, moving the seam allowance from 

the seam between the angled pieces away from 

the dots. Stitch exactly from dot to dot, 

backstitching at the beginning and end of the 

seam. Refer to the arrows in the exploded quilt 

center diagram for sewing direction. Repeat to 

stitch the adjacent edge of the block to the second 

angled piece. Carefully press seams toward the 

Framed Block. 

 

4. Repeat step 3 to sew a Framed Block 

between each set of star points. 

 

5. In the same way, sew an angled piece or 

reversed (R) angled piece between the blocks 

referring to the exploded quilt diagram for 

placement of each piece. Sew each seam from the 

outside edge of the block to the dot at the inner 

corner. Press seams away from the blocks. 

 

6. Referring to the diagram, center and sew a 1 1/4" x 28" pale aqua strip to the long side of each paisley print 

triangle. Press seams toward the strips. Trim the ends of the strips even with the edges of the triangles to make 4 

corner triangles. 



 
Corner Triangle — Make 4 

 

7. Center and sew the corner triangles to the angled edges of the center medallion to complete the 58 1/2" x    

58 1/2" quilt center. Press seams toward the corner triangles. 

 

Completing the Quilt 
 

 

1. Sew the 1 1/2" x 

WOF pale aqua strips short 

ends together to make a long 

strip. Press seams in one 

direction. Cut into (2)         

58 1/2" strips and (2) 60 1/2" 

strips. Sew the 58 1/2" strips 

to the left and right sides of 

the quilt center and the       

60 1/2" strips to the top and 

bottom. Press seams toward 

the strips. 

 

2. Center and stitch the 

8 1/4" x 89" rose/paisley 

border stripe strips to each 

side of the quilt center, 

beginning and ending 

stitching 1/4" from the 

corners of the quilt center. 

Miter corners using your 

favorite method, checking to 

be sure that the stripe 

matches and all corners lie 

flat. Trim mitered corner 

seams to 1/4" and press 

open. Press border seams 

toward the stripe strips to 

complete the top. 

 

3. If using 42" backing fabric, remove the selvage edges from the backing pieces. Join the pieces on the long 

edges with a 1/2" seam allowance. Press seams open. Trim to make a 90" x 90" backing piece. 

 

4. Layer the top with the backing and batting pieces. Quilt as desired. Trim batting and backing even with the 

top. 

 

5. Join the pale aqua binding strips on the short ends with diagonal seams to make a long strip. Press seams in 

one direction. Press the strip in half along the length with wrong sides together. 

 

6. Bind the quilt edges using your favorite method to complete the quilt. 


